More Lies from Casey
What do you do when you’re caught raising dump sticker prices without consulting your fellow
Selectmen? If you’re Frank Casey you insult the public with new lies. As reported on our website
Casey cited as justification the cost of the improved adhesives on the new stickers. Fixcarver exists to
the expose lies of public officials like Frank Casey. We made a public records request for the sticker
costs because we can’t trust Mr. Casey to tell the truth. We now present the truth because Mr. Casey
chose to lie. Also please note that the invoice is dated September 10, 2010. Mr. Casey left the distinct
impression that there was not enough time to convene a meeting of the Board of Selectmen to discuss
.this item. We think 3 months is more than enough time to fabricate a lie and mislead the public
September 30 2008 cost for 3500 stickers $662.90 or 18.9 cents per sticker
September 10, 2010 cost for 3500 stickers $672.55 or 19.2 cents per sticker
Net increase per sticker three tenths of a penny per sticker
It’s also informative to note that neither Mr. Casey nor the town administrator knew how much money
the landfill generates in tipping revenue per year. We provide this information because they didn’t want
you to know. If every dump sticker purchased were sold that would amount to $28,000 in revenue the
.tipping fees dwarf dump sticker revenue. In 2010 the Tipping fees represented $83,491 in revenue
It’s clear that this fiasco was not driven by the need to recover adhesive costs but by a sneaky,
underhanded attempt to raise revenues to cover an operating deficit directly attributable to
mismanagement by the selectmen and Rick LaFond. Expect more lies and deceit as the budget process
.unravels on them
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